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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Wilma Husband in February 1954 (Acc. 887).

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. “History of my Family” Typed paper (SC 887), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Edward Louis and Sophia Brynjalfson Bernhoft emigrated from Iceland to the Hallson-Akra area, N.D. in 1881. William M. and Agnes Husband moved to Hensel, N.D. from Guelph, Ont. in 1889. Son Thomas Wilfred and wife Guthrun Anna, parents of Wilma, settled in the Hallson, N.D. area.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Original typed copy of term paper containing family history material on the Bernhoft and Husband families.
BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Original typed copy of term paper containing family history material on the Bernhoft and Husband families.